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Other things to report:

For the on-going paper, we plan to finish the paper and submit for a publication in an internationally recognized economic journal within

this year.

The Wealth Accummulation of the Healthy and the Unhealthy at Retirement

1) We have finished the first paper which documents the characteristics of medical expenditure risks among working age population in

the U.S. The paper is now conditionally accepted  to be published in Fiscal Studies  journal. We documented that the medical expenses

is highly concentrated only among a small subset of people. And it is highly persistent; people who experience a very high medical

expense (among the top 5th percentile), are likely to incur a high medical expense in the following year. This implies that medical

expense is an important risk facing working age population.

2) In another on-going paper, we estimated a structural model that incorporates the three channels mentioned in the previous section. To

eliminate the effect of gender and education we focus only on male with a high school education in the U.S. In terms of our structural

model, we made two important contributions. First, we find an evidence that among unhealthy people, there is a significant heterogeneity

(fixed individual effects) in terms of their recovery probability. In another word, some unhealthy individuals are more expose to a

chronical condition than the others. And the heterogeneity can be due to genetic risk factors or experiences in their early childhood. In

contrast, we do not find an evidence that healthy people are heterogeneous in terms of their chance to receive a bad health shock. Based

on this evidence, we propose a new health shock process that can capture these observations.  Second, using our new health shock

process, we propose a structural model that allows for the correlation between the heterogeneity in the exposure to chronical disease and

a factor affecting saving behaviors. To our knowledge we are the first to incorporate this feature in a micro-founded economic model.

Our model can well match the wealth-gradient as in the data.

We find that the three channels have different contributions to the observed wealth-health gradient. Specifically the poor labor market

outcomes (eg. low earning ability and low labor market participation) significantly contributes to the wealth-health gradient only among

people with net wealth below the 50th percentile. In addition, the risk factors affecting both health outcomes and saving behaviors plays

an important role in accounting for the large wealth inequality by health in the top 50th percentile.

The project is aimed to understand the economic challenge facing individuals in their working ages and near retirement due to their

health deterioration. It is well documented that unhealthy people fare much worse in terms of economic outcomes (eg. income and

wealth) than healthy people even after controlling for various observable characteristics (eg. education and demographics). However the

channels or mechanism that lead to this observation are still debatable. We explores three channels causing the wealth inequality

between health and unhealthy population, so called wealth-health gradient,  in a unified framework.   Specifically, the low wealth among

the unhealthy group can be driven by i) higher medical expenses, ii) poor labor market outcomes,  and iii) risk factors due to genetics or

early childhood experiences that affect both health outcomes and saving behaviours . Our approach is to construct a micro-founded

model that incorporate the three channels and to estimate its underlying structural parameters such that the model can replicate various

observations in the data, including wealth-health gradient. Understanding the sources of the large wealth-health gradient, particularly

among those close to retirement age, is necessary for the design of various social insurance programs, such as social security and public

pension programs.
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